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"As I know, there are only two things in the world
that won't ever disappoint you: they are reading and painting."
noted by Hou Chin-Lang 侯錦郎, 1961
The lives will pass away, yet the worlds on canvas are immortal. In
the year of 1961, the 21-year-old Hou Chin-Lang 侯錦郎 had made his
resolution for the pursuit of knowledge and artistic creation; In May, 2008,
at the age of 71, he passed away in Paris, rested peacefully in Père
Lachaise Cemetery, left his limitless legacies to kith and kin and friends in
the art circles. Even though his life was finished, yet the art works he left
still narrating the lifetime stories to us as though he is still alive. His
artistic spirit as if congealed in the eternal moment which shines brilliantly
onto the never-ending life of arts.
The first time I met Hou Chin-Lang was 14 years ago, at that time I
was still a student abroad full of dreams, and he was on the zenith of his
artistic creation. As I remembered, when my friends brought me to his
house located at Sceaux, a suburban town of Paris. A venerable elder
welcomed me with smile on his face, he looked so sincere, simple dressed,
walked slowly with crippled right leg, shook hands with me with his warm

and firm left hand. I guessed he might experienced the injury of his brain
that caused the disability of his right hand and right leg. I didn’t know he is
a painter at that time, and I saw lot of colorful paintings with unique style
hung on the walls of lounge. Before I introducing myself, I couldn’t help
asking him curiously:
“Who painted all of these works?”
This phrase became the very first dialogue between us. I found that
he habitually used his left hand to touch the withered right hand, then he
shrugged his shoulders and replied with a bashful smile: “I did all of these
painting works.” I was very surprised then, only used his left hand and he
could create so many painting works which overflowed with such
exuberant vitality of life.
The causality of friendship between people is such a wonderful
chance encountered. I am so fortunate that I could meet the Hou’s family
and dwelt at their house, and the garden with beautiful vegetation where I
kept lot of lovable memories. During my stay in Paris, France, I’d been
cared a lot by Hou and his wife Mei-Chih 美智, so I had the chance to
approach Hou’s daily life, to witness his spirit of creative works and the
attitude of facing life. I wouldn’t be surprised that even his brain nerves
were damaged after the brain tumor surgery, the past memories still broken
in pieces, the disability of speaking, right hand, and right leg, and blurry
vision of the right eye, yet he did express such an astonishing creativity
even under the disable inconvenience of body. I could still find the
optimistic personal characters revealed from him, and the instinct of his
artistic creativity, it had foretold that he would never been defeated by this
unexpectedness, then after the disruption of his academic research works,
he could totally dedicate his mind onto painting, to step out a much
extensive way of life.
Hou Chin-Lang has been a student of the Department of Fine Arts of
National Taiwan Normal University 國⽴立台灣師範⼤大學美術系, received his
academic trainings with passion and persistence, performed his
extraordinary talents in artistic creation. When he studied abroad in France

afterward, he still kept the passion in painting, yet due to committing
himself to research works of the Religious Anthropology, he was recruited
as a researcher of the CNRS, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
(National Center for Scientific Research), as a Sinologist especially outstanding
in the fields of Buddhism and Dunhuangology 敦煌學. Yet at the age of 47,
at the prime time of life, the climax of his academic career, he suffered the
brain tumor, and in a coma after the brain surgery. When he came back
consciousness at last, from then on, he started using the available left hand
and creating his painting works, then carried out the artistic life of Hou
Chin-Lang the artist in painting.
In 1998, I accompanied him to collate his early period manuscripts
and painting works for his personal exhibition “Reconstruction of the
Forgotten Home 重構失憶家園,” and through his simple expression of
spoken languages, I helped him to recall those broken pieces from the
reminiscence to build up the oral narration of the experiences of his artistic
creation. In the process of dialogue with him, I discovered amazingly there
were such full of brilliant talents from the manuscripts of his early age, or
after the illness that damaged his thinking ability.
Hou Chin-Lang, no mater a right-handed or left-handed painter, in
the pursuit of artistic spirit, on the road of creation, just kept his own
original determination and never been changed. The illness might weaken
his knowability of thought and capability of body, yet it would never
reduce his intuition of creativity. Since the disability of his right hand, he
forced himself to retrain the skill of his left hand, and the principal part of
his creation was still continuous and consequent in development which
progressed in much abundant and profound ways.
His recovery of artistic creation after the illness was absolutely not
an accidental cause of the brain trauma, it’s rather the extension of his past
experiences. The enthusiasm and creativity while pursuing arts in his
young age, and the motivation of research in academic works had deeply
embedded into the philosophy of his life. This kind of attitude even after

his illness, that made him like a farmer working from sunrise to sunset and
kept cultivating on his canvas earnestly. His will power and endurance of
life deserving our respects, yet as a painter like him who truly touched me
is his creating progress and the works themselves revealed the spirit of art
which was like a springhead of running water, continuously flowed into
each step of his life with personal experience and affectionate reflection
endlessly, combining with the body and spirit in his artistic creations.
As an utterance of Hou Chin-Lang when he was young, he wrote: “To
affect the audiences with my paintings, I know I must let myself have a
naive, cordial, and candid heart, then the stuffs I present could reach the
state of Truth, Virtue, and Beauty 真善美.” His whole life, went through the
Aesthetics and Academics of Taiwan, China, and Westen worlds, finally he
returned to the original heart and discovered the spiritual creativity of his
own. Even though after the trauma of serious illness, he still kept the
earnestness of his original intention of creativity to achieve many
astonishing and heart-stirring works which lived up to the endless artistic
life and paragon of an artist, and therefore encouraged more other creative
souls. I sincerely write this article about his early stage of creative career
to seek for the initiation of Hou Chin-Lang's artistic creations, to recall his
ideology of creation and aesthetic philosophy. Here we should express the
highest reverence to his accomplishment in the world of arts.

The 1st part,

The Youth of Hou Chin-Lang
and Taiwan in the 50’s (1956-1959)
Hou Chin-Lang was born in 1937 at a three-generation family lived
at a traditional “San-Ho-Yuan 三合院” - a three-section farmhouse with two
wings attached perpendicular to either side of the central building, located
in a countryside of Lio-Chiau Village 六腳鄉 in Chia-yi 嘉義 county. His
father was the village chief who was also a farmer and ran a straw bag

factory. Hou had many siblings in his family, the farmhouse home was
surrounded by beautiful views of creeks, bamboo groves, and countryside
fields. This is his first world where he dwelt and grew up. The countryside,
mountains, flowing waters, sun, moon, and stars of the Nature, gave him
the first impression of esthetic sensibilities of beauty. The ever changing
bright and dazzling colors with vividly endless life forces, all of these
induced the original touching sensations in his youthful mind and soul, and
left him happy and warm memories. The young Hou Chin-Lang had ever
written the following words:
“Confucius ever said, ‘The wise people enjoy the waters, and the
benevolent people enjoy the mountains. 智者樂⽔水,仁者樂⼭山’ I am neither a
wise man nor a benevolent man, I am just a normal man without any
specific character, yet I was born to love mountains and waters. I
remember when I was a little child, once I got a scenery postcard then I
just fondled it admiringly. Every time when I watched the rolling hills,
waterfalls, red autumn leaves on the landscape paintings, I always
imagined myself as a white crane which flying freely up and down above
those hills, when I was hungry, I just ate few fresh fruits, when I felt
weariness, I drank clear spring water to quench thirst; I also sang songs
joyfully....” (manuscript, 1958)
The magnificent views of nature and all the profound things on earth
which made him started to appreciate those beautiful things, he knew how
to lesten to the sounds of creek flowing, birds singing from the woods, this
was his spacious playground where he learned the most pure joyfulness.
The Mother Nature, the source of all the wonderful matters were always
his admiration which hidden in his creative sensation. His admiration to
the Mother Nature that formed the naive mind in his childhood and still
kept in his artistic world.
He had developed a strong interest in the natural ecological
environment, geology, climate, vegetation, molting of tiny insects, they
were all the objects what he observed. The overflowing with vigorousness

of lives in the nature which helped him to develop the curiosity and
observation ability, that would give him the essential foundation to shape
the pursuit of artistic spirit. It seemed from his playful character in the
childhood that made him in the process of artistic creation could be
fearless to the predicaments and let him continuously overcome and seek
the innovations. He recalled:
“I spent my childhood in the countryside. I remember at that time, because
of the Japanese policy of agriculture was using the biological control
methods, without the use of pesticides, that made less pollution to the
environments. There were thousands of little egrets around our village, and
the beefwood was planted massively, lines of beefwood were planted with
the interval of tens meters, line by line from the sea coast to the village,
that formed a natural windbreak. Now, the biological environments in
Taiwan are all destroyed. When I studied at the elementary school, I was
not diligent in learning, I always listened to the birds sang outside the
windows when I sat in the classroom. When class was dismissed, I ran to
the farm fields and creeks to catch fishes and shrimps. I was good at
catching frogs and toads with special skills by just observing the the
shapes of mud holes which left on the wall of the irrigation ditches, then I
could tell which kind of traces were left by frogs, toads, water snakes, or
poisonous snakes. If it’s the trace left by frog, the hole will be a half-circle
shape, if it’s left by water snake then the hole will be a round shape, the
poisonous snake's hole, it was normall located at higher position, and the
hole been passed through by by a toad, usually there was a spider web. I
always listened to the directions of croaks of frogs at night, then I could
search out the holes next day, and put a soft bamboo twig into the hole to
tease the frogs, with a catching net covered on the exit of the hole, then
waiting the frogs jumped out the hole and fell into the net one by
one.” (dictation, 1998)
When he was describing these past events of childhood, his tone of
speaking was still mischievous and quick-witted. In his childhood, he had
disported himself and formed a habit to focus on the observation and

comprehension from analysis. His personal character refused to be
defeated and he could always find out the way to achieve the goal about
everything. This kind of spirit kept persisting through all his life in the
artistic creation and academic research, let him can go deeply, leap
forward, and break through restraint in his works.
He was also full of curiosities to the surrounding people and matters
and possessed early-maturing comprehensive abilities to acquainted
himself throughly with every aspect of the human affairs, especially the
interest in the folk customs and legends. From his recalls of the past events
with the attitude of seriousness, and the life experiences in his childhood,
you can find the narration of a good storyteller from his exquisite
observation of the surroundings. This kind of speciality of his storytelling
and interpreting abilities appeared in his research of the anthropology, and
much more on his paintings, especially after his illness. It’s like telling one
story after another story continuously:
“When I was 8, the American air force found lots of people who were
harvesting the sweet potato at the north of Pu-Tzu 朴⼦子, the bomber pilots
thought they were digging the trenches, then the bomber started
bombarding this area. I was playing outside at that time, and lay into the
ditch immediately, then a bomb was just fell and exploded in front of me.
When the bombardment was over, I rushed to collect the shell pieces of
bomb then took them to sell for money. I could still remember in that
bombardment, the most beautiful girl of our village was killed, afterward I
heard the people of village said that they had ever seen a girl playing on a
swing under a banyan tree, and this legend spread around gradually with
time.” (dictation, 1998)
From his childhood to youth-hood, Taiwan had been withdrew by
Japanese after the colonization for 50 years, then faced the KMT
government (Kuo Min Tang, 國⺠民黨, the Chinese Nationalism Party)
exiled from mainland China after the civil war with the communists, then
the massacre of 228 Incident ⼆二⼆二⼋八事件 occurred in 1947, followed by the

“White Terror ⽩白⾊色恐怖” continued for years. The young Hou Chin-Lang
seemed to witness vaguely the scars left by that period. He recalled:
“When the 228 Incident occurred, I was only 10 years old, someday I was
shepherding the goats outside, I saw five big trucks fully loaded with
armed ‘Taiwanese soldiers,’ the adults of village were scared and hidden
in the sugar cane field, yet I dreaded nothing and went to see what’s going
on. I saw them were digging the battlefield trenches, I could tell these
soldiers were armed hastily and some of them still dressed like civilians.
My second elder brother blamed me afterward and told me that kind of
behavior was too dangerous! I still heard there was a ‘Taiwanese troop’
formed by high school students and young men, they had tried to attack the
Chia-yi 嘉義 airport and Lan-Tan 蘭潭 yet never succeeded.” (dictation,
1998)

As an autochthonous native-born Taiwanese, he was not clear of the
question about “ideology,” it was just an instinctive passion about the
regionalism of Taiwan, the mountains and waters which just affected this
young artist, to look all around the rolling hills, the verdancy of cultivated
lands, the elegant and cosy farmhouses, the local customs and practices of
small towns and villages....until today, these beautiful country scenes and
life are still his unforgettable ‘Belle Époque (Wonderful Times).’
Nevertheless, along with his growth, Taiwan went through the social
conflicts and chaos of political powers transformation on early stage, the
following authoritarianism of dictatorship, and the industrialization caused
the depression of rural area. Since the young age he started confusing
indistinctly about the social, political and economic environments, the
overall situation affected on the individual fate with leaden pressure. For
example, the issue of New Taiwan Dollars 新台幣 (1:40,000 rate with the
old dollars) induced the inflation that caused all the household savings
became nothing overnight. The farming harvest could not cover the living
expenses, the deficiency of prerequisite materials, the insufficiency of
medical treatment, the death caused by illness and accident were very

common at village. The political propaganda which purposely
brainwashed the people to look at the ‘beautiful places in mainland
China’ with rootless homesickness. The omnipresent shadows of war to
make a counterattack back to China were shaded everywhere. The
recession of household and depression of the hard time, his naive and
happy childhood was replaced gradually by the melancholy of youth. He
had ever written as follows:
“Didn’t remember since which year, I could realize the message of sadness
from my parents, by their frowned looks and wrinkled faces, that made me
silent gradually day by day. The elders always remarked me as ‘young but
competent, must be extraordinary in the future.’ What they didn’t know
was, the worms of sadness had already started gnawing my young mind
since then.” (manuscript, 1958)
Hou Chin-Lang grew up in such depressive circumstances, maturing
with age and the elevation of self-consciousness that made him clearly
understood the fate of Taiwanese history after he studying in the National
Taiwan Normal University 國⽴立台灣師範⼤大學 NTNU. He’d ever written a
poem named “Reading the Map of Ancient Taiwan At Night 夜讀古台灣地
圖,” which mourning the history of colonization, and that developed his
sensations of native land awareness and the social solicitude.
By and large, in the experiences of his childhood, the Mother Nature
is the important circumstance which developed his artistic creation in the
future, which let him learn to appreciate the beautiful things, to observe
the variation and growth of all living creatures, and to share the
immeasurable joyfulness in Nature. However, these pieces of that period
in his life would incubate his social solicitude and interaction with the
social history later, then with this kind of criticizing attitude that would
feed back to his artistic creation.
Hou Chin-Lang started learning painting formally from the second
year of junior high school, he was encouraged by the teacher because of

Figure 1. Hou Chin-Lang visited his abecedarian, the
respected teacher Mr. Wu Tien-Min 吳添敏 in 1989.

his intelligence by natural
endowments. The first teacher
Wu Tien-Min 吳添敏 (courtesy
name ‘Plum Summit 梅嶺’),
was the art instructor in DongShi Junior High School 東⽯石中
學 and who led Hou to the
world of painting, that made
Hou Chin-Lang felt gratefully
appreciated by his initiation.
(Figure 1, 1989)

“My first year in junior high school, the class leader teacher was
from China who spoke a foreign kind of Chinese dialect language which
nobody could understand. In the same time I was fascinated in reading the
‘Kung-Fu Novels 武俠⼩小說’ that made my school grades falling to the
bottom of class. From then on, I started to follow our school teacher Wu
Tien-Min 吳添敏 to learn painting. I was the class monitor at that time, in
charge of picking the tools from the teacher before the painting class.
Therefore I got many chances to be close to teacher Wu, then afterwards I
went to the studio of teacher Wu to learn watercolor painting, to learn his
painting which mixed with Taiwanese and Japanese styles. He was my
abecedarian in painting, so to speak.” (letters, 1962)
Hou had ever written a letter to his future wife and said:
“My school grades in junior high school was very bad, when I was going
to become a ‘Tai-Po 太保’ (hoodlum, misbehaving boy), an art instructor
saved me from depravity. He treated me well, encouraged me, therefore I
could reach the achievement today. So I am always pondering over the
matter, if I ever had any capability myself, I would do my best to help other
people.” (letters, 1962)

Owing to his strong interest in painting, though his grades were good
in the last year of junior high school, he preferred specially to select the
field of fine art as his speciality, then he passed the entrance exam of the
Fine Art Department of Tainan Teacher's College 台南師範學院美術科.
“The teachers in school were mostly Mainlanders from China, their
sketching styles were fairly inclined to the periods from Renaissance to
French Realism. We followed some Taiwanese painters to learn painting
outside of school on holidays all the time, like Kuo Pai-Chuan 郭柏川
(1901-1974), Shen Che-Tsai 沈哲哉 (1926-)...etc. What we learned was the
methods of Impressionism, or the later Fauvism. At that time the
Impressionism we learned, after the transformation which mingled with
the personal styles of these art instructors. What I have really learned the
essence of Impressionism about the light and color methods was after I
came to France.” (dictation, 1998)
After graduation from the Tainan Teacher's College, he returned to
the alma mater, the elementary school he attended before, to serve as a
teacher for three years duty, and started his painting creation, then attended
the Teachers Exhibition and the
Provincial Exhibition (of Taiwan) for
three years in a roll. This period could
be remarked as the initiation of his
whole painting career (1956-1959), from
still life painting, landscape painting, or
the portraits of relatives, friends, and
neighbors, those works were all rich
with the realism of countryside colors.
The first formal painting was the “SelfPortrait ⾃自畫像” when he was 19 years
old (Picture 01, 1956), and the painting
“Portrait of My Younger Sister 妹妹的畫
像” was the first piece of his works to
Picture 01 Self-Portrait ⾃自畫像 1956
attend the exhibition. In spite of the

three years training in the Tainan Teacher's College that made his realistic
painting skill matured gradually, yet when he caught sight of the passion
and affection overflowed in Vincent van Gogh's paintings which eagerly
desired to express the whole life unrestrainedly. He was inspired by the
spirit of creation and began to self-examine the restrictions on skills and
styles, then turned himself into the internal pursuit of deeper affection of
creativity. We could be affected by the earnestness in his heart from the
following words:
“After the training of painting skills at the Tainan Teacher's College for
three years, I didn’t have any problem to master the shapes, lights, and
shades, but I had just become a mirror which could only reflect the images
of objects; I seemed to act as a camera to catch the exterior appearances
of Mother Nature in general, yet could not express the interior essences of
true Nature with my feelings and thoughts inspired from the bottom of my
heart. In this period, I often meandered alone on the country fields and
woods, pondering on how could I merge myself with those objects I
observed.... in the three years period of being a school teacher, I was
inspired by the childish paintings of the kids that the Creator somehow
granted the most beautiful and authentic things to the most naive and
clumsy people. On those scrabbling painting papers of the children, there
were even filled the atmospheres of the most true-hearted feelings and
wonderful forms. Since then on, I was awakened from my dreams and I
knew if I want to make my paintings to touch the hearts of my audiences, I
must keep myself with a naive, earnest, and candid heart, therefore my
expression might reach the states of Truth, Virtue, Beauty.” (manuscript,
1960)

He had already apprehended since his youth, the most touching work
is not displaying the best shape, it’s from the expression of the most
authentic affection, and from the most earnest life. He started pondering
what kind of art with the truth, virtue, and beauty which was he really
wanted to search for: he must have ‘a naive, earnest, and candid heart,’
then express it in the most truly natural way, only that could touch the

hearts of audience. Using the most honestly creative attitude to express the
affection from the bottom of heart, and continuously purifying himself to
the spiritual world, this is the initial inception of his artistic spirit and
another stage of creation, therefore began to develop another different
style of his artistic works with the incessantly transforming and
transcendent motivity.

The 2nd part,

The Birth of an Artist (1960-1967)
Hou Chin-Lang had completed his duty of three year service as a
school teacher in 1959, then he passed the entrance exam and enrolled to
the Fine Art department of National Taiwan Normal University (NTNU 國
⽴立台灣師範⼤大學) as his first wish of priority. During his college times, he
was instructed by those predecessors including Chen Hui-Kun 陳慧坤
(1907-2011), Li Shih-Chiao 李⽯石樵 (1908-1995), and Liao Chi-Chun 廖繼春
(1902-1976). He had outstanding performance and was awarded prizes in
the Exhibition of Fine Art department of NTNU and the Exhibition of
Taiwan for continuous three years in a roll. He stayed in NTNU as a
teaching assistant for four years after graduation, so totally he spent eight
years in the National Taiwan Normal University.
In these eight years, like other poor students mostly at that time, he
lived a straitened life. The salary of teaching assistant or scholarship
supported his living expense, and he also needed to provide his family
expenses in Chia-Yi 嘉義. He worked part-time everywhere during the
holidays. In order to save the the fare for train to come back his family in
Chia-Yi, he carried books and painter's paraphernalia, took a long walk
alone to the Taipei suburbs, reading, sketching, or just observing around
the circumstances silently and listing to the interior voices himself.

“Let me tell you my life these days, Mei-Chih 美智. I worked in the
Museum of Science as a painter for eight days and earned one hundred
NTD (New Taiwan Dollars). But the price I paid for was the pains in the
loins and back, that made me walked elegantly much like a gentleman. I
discussed with professor Chen this morning, about some issues related to
the orientations of painting. Life somehow is amazing, when you worked
as a painter and been tormented as a dog, then you dramatically turned
yourself as an old bookish pedant discussing those profound
topics.” (letters, 1962)
“I read books in library all the morning, though my neck was aching, yet
my mind is substantial. I read a book about Michelangelo, a book about
the sculptures of Henry Spencer Moore, a book of the statuary of the
Thousand Buddha Caves of Luoyang 洛陽千佛洞, and a modern art book,
and I got lot of inspirations from the contents of them. Now I don’t paint
much yet read a lot, maybe I will start painting in few days, and I think
that must be another renewal prospects.” (letters, 1962)
“While I stepping over my old bike which creaked like rock-n-roll music,
cycling along the riverbanks of Tamsui River 淡⽔水河, those factory
chimneys exhaling dense smoke at San-Chong-Pu 三重埔 located on the
other side of the river. The cloud of smoke covered the whole of Mount
Guanyin 觀⾳音⼭山. The sky of dusk was in indescribable golden color, and
everything on the ground was filled with an gray-purplish atmosphere. The
image of Jasper just floating upon my mind...transcending? how could it
be possible for me to transcend these?” (letters, 1962)
“I came to Lio-Chang-Li 六張犁 once again, still carried that Picasso book
in my hand, the sunshine in the morning was so peaceful, the scene of
Taipei just unrolled under my feet, there were Impressionistic hues
glittering in the air. The image of pine trees nearby was specially
profound, yet there was a kind of indescribable emptiness in my mind... I
tried to make myself happy, yet I asked myself: ‘Don’t you always say that
you should be content?’....” (letters, 1962)

The straitened circumstances of life in reality did not obstruct the
growth of his spiritual mind, and the limited material life that even made
him focused on the pursuit of internal world, he worked hard on reading,
painting, and writing poems. The solitary life also let him have much time
to ruminate the newly digested knowledge, to introspect the inner world, to
ponder where to conceive his painting. From the numerous letters he wrote
to his future wife (Hou Mei-Chih 侯美智), we could learn there were full of
philosophical thoughts, newly theorized artistic concepts, and how he tried
to establish his own painting theory. These letters marked his process of
creation had stepped into the growth period of knowledge and painting
which would be the important foundation of his academic and artistic
careers in the future.
Since his youth hood, he had already expected himself to express the
most passionate affection in his works, then after the refinement and
training on the painting skills which had reached certain mature level
about the mastery of shapes, lights, and colors. His works appeared vividly
with affectionate colors and started using the painting brushes to narrate
the sensations and feelings induced from the heart. Since then on, he had
transcended the original styles of Realism, began the story-telling with
passion and affection.
“....until I enrolled in the National Taiwan Normal University,
through the study and discussion with those good teachers and helpful
friends, I could transcend from the imitation of exterior appearances to the
images of interior mind, thus I threw away the used punctilious painting
styles and replaced with unrestrained strokes and sprightly colors. Those
objects had been rearranged and reorganized through my spiritual
transformation then revealed on the canvas, thereupon turned up a world
beheld intense joyfulness and vividness. No wonder Paul Cézanne had
ever said: ‘Nature and tableau are different two worlds and both existed
simultaneously.’ . ” (manuscript, 1961)

First of all, what appeared in his works is from the experience of
tragedy of the era and family. The depression of the times which was the
inescapable background of life, yet the fate of family even caused the
melancholy in the heart. In the last two years of his career as a teacher, he
encountered the death of family members, his maternal grandmother, the
third elder brother, and his father passed away one by one, with his
mother's constant illness and the declination of family livelihood. There
was an irresistible miserable atmosphere casting shadow over his mind.
When he reminisced the experience of his family in the first few years at
NTNU, his heart was still full with unutterable sadness:
“My old grandma who loved me dearly very much, she passed away first,
then my third elder brother died next year who left a widow and an infant
baby hadn’t been one-year-old yet, the helpless mother and son were in
miserable condition. The cruel God yet never forgiven the poor people
under his control, He took away my father I relied on after less than one
year.” (manuscript, 1961)
“....the past two New Year I was alone and had no place to go, I walked
back and forth along the riverbank of Tamsui River 淡⽔水河 alone, let the
chill wind batter on me recklessly and those past events gnawed my soul....
This year, the weather is nice and warm, I think over throughly for a while,
I cannot abuse myself anymore like I did before. I used to plan to write a
book to commemorate my deceased father and beloved mother, but I knew
once I start writing, my emotions will pour like waterfalls. The ancient
proverb said, ‘On festive occasions more than ever one thinks of one's
dear ones far away 每逢佳節必思親.’ Even those ancient people could not
avoid this kind of sadness, how could I bear it?” (letters, 1962)
Thereupon the shade of death affected his temperament and creative
style in his early period at NTNU, that kind of pessimism led his painting
style to the searching of life and the dolefulness of the social environment.

His painting “A Heartless Man
⼼心在凍原的⼈人” (Figure 02, 1960) is an
important work which mourning the
“228 Incident 二二八事件”, depicting
the poverty and fear of people under
the “White Terror ⽩白⾊色恐怖.” The
background of painting is a
Taiwanese temple and folk-style red
brick ally, the long shadows of
soldiers carrying rifles with bayonets
shined by the sunset twilight, and
there is a depressed woman
accompanied with a emaciated cat,
sitting on the ground gloomily with
her back leaning on the wall. There
is a cyclist fading away in the
faraway background, which adds a
fugitive atmosphere. Under the
governance of dictatorship during
Figure 02, 1960
A Heartless Man ⼼心在凍原的⼈人
the Period of Martial Law 戒嚴時期
Collection of the Taipei Fine Arts Museum
in Taiwan, anything related to the
228 massacring was a taboo subject by the authorities. Thus he used the
“shadows” of soldiers indirectly to describe the reign of ubiquitous
terrorization which was really true to life at that time. This ‘shadows’
impression, when we interpret it after the declaration of the end of Martial
Law, which conveyed a profound sensibility of the history, in the era of
“White Terror ⽩白⾊色恐怖,” the combination of the ideology of resistance and
the great fears of people. If you wanted to reveal the truth, you could only
express it metaphorically. The people in his painting signified the impotent
resistance of people and also shown the helpless silence under the poverty
and the terror of dictatorship. When this piece of work was invited to
attend the exhibition in Australia, some bureau in Taiwan purposely used it
as the propaganda of “The Corner Inside the Iron Curtain 鐵幕⼀一隅.” The
original interpretation of this painting is about the sorrow of Taiwanese

A Heartless Man ⼼心在凍原的⼈人
Sketch-1, 1959
Taipei Fine Arts Museum

A Heartless Man ⼼心在凍原的⼈人
Sketch-2, 1959
Taipei Fine Arts Museum

A Heartless Man ⼼心在凍原的⼈人
Sketch-3, 1959

people under the governance of dictatorship, yet after been distorted by the
authorities to become the description of “The suffering people in mainland
China” which was the stereotyped anti-communism propaganda at that
time. He said: “It’s really a very big joke to me for this matter. ” (1998)
His painting “Returning 歸” (Figure 04, 1961) which was about the
story of the bereavement of a fisherman family. In the old days of

Figure 04, 1961 Returning 歸

agriculture society, people were at the mercy under the power of Nature,
there were perils on the sea all the time, the sorrow of a family with
shipwrecking disaster let him felt compassionate since he had the same
feeling about the passing away of family members; thereupon he painted
this picture to mourn the part forever with family: the empty fishing craft
of Orchid Island (Lán Yǔ, Lân-sū 蘭嶼) drifting on the ocean, there were
families staying on the coast waiting eagerly for the return of fishermen,
yet what they expected was the death of their folks. The partially dark hues
of this painting which presented by lights with gradually layering of
darkness and brightness, on the side where the darkness gradually
shrouded the body of the dead which lifted up in high place, like the image
of crucifixion of Jesus, and on the other side was the sun setting in the
west gradually, with the twilight shining on the living people who are
kneeling on the ground and worshiping the dead folks, the image revealed
some kind of religious sacredness from the deep sorrow. It’s not accusing
anything, yet it’s the sadness displayed naturally from the true affection,
that’s the grief with holiness. The sacred sorrow, human suffering and
death were lifted up to the level of religion. Though this is a story about
fishermen, yet the emotion was from the bottom of his heart, the sincere
love to his family, deep sorrow to bid farewell. In the same period, a poem
titled “Falling Stars, Ruined House, and Father 流星、破屋與⽗父親” (1962)
which was the portrayal of his mood:
Shooting stars fallen as weeping
Why weeping my shooting stars
In such midnight solitude, why are you weeping
Humid west wind with warmth whirling in the house
Like far far away in the past
(Father, where are you Father)
The humid night in rain season, a spider web extended silently
Outside my body, inside me, there are too many sentiments
Oh, the meteor shower
Like pouring wine, the meteor shower never ceased

Cobwebs covering dilapidated house seem thousand years
Beads of dew clung to the cobwebs like array of stars
Stars outside the cobwebs, stars inside the cobwebs
Why weeping unceasingly since eternity?
(Father has died, dead for years)
Father, Father, where are you?
The house has been dilapidated, Father
Oh! Why weeping unceasingly?
Shooting stars with tears, why kept falling since eternity?
These two masterpieces extend much more profound literariness
upon the original story-telling style. From the initial inspirations,
metaphorical hints, and emotional expression of artistic conception, it took
time of a long year to complete each piece of paintings. For instance, the
work “A Heartless Man ⼼心在凍原的⼈人” from the sketch-1, 2, and 3, there
are only brief sketches of a Taiwanese temple, personage, and a cat. The
atmospheres of the completed work which setting the contrast among the
background of the ‘White Terror’ governance of dictatorship, helplessness
of poverty and frustration, and the fugitive circumstance. It’s like
conceiving a novel in the arrangement of each detail which let the readers
can understand what his narration and emotion within the story to
surmount the merits of literature. The story was concerned to the life,
death, and suffering of human being, like the work “Returning 歸” which
transmitted silently the messages of the crucifixion of the dead and the
sorrow of the living people within the scared impression, there was a
lifting force which raise the meaning of death from sorrow, and
demonstrated the religious mercy and compassion.
He portrayed the situation of the Taiwanese people in 50’s and 60’s
not only by artistic creation, yet extended the aspects up to the level of his
concern about life, and expressed the merciful heart to the impermanence
of life that was induced from the bottom of his heart, which conceived the
sorrow of life at that era, and from the experience of the tragedy in his
childhood about losing dear family members, therefore he paid the

sympathy to the past of poverty and the incapable resistance to the tragical
fate of human being. He implanted the self-minded sentiment and life
experience honestly upon his works to express the authentic feelings, yet
not just within the expression of personal emotion, hence his paintings
could express the sensibilities of that period of past and life. This
particular combination of life stories, human affections, and compassion to
lives, all of these had made his paintings full of literariness.

Figure 05, 1962, the draft of painting work “Running 奔”

This work “Running 奔” (Figure 05, 1962) which extended to the
aspects of concerning the miserable circumstance that people tried
helplessly to flee from the catastrophe. He said:
“I always felt sad during that era in history, I was sorrowful about the
destiny of people, especially the suffering of death, the tragedies occurred
and personal depressing in the atmosphere overall the society. I always
thought about the Taiwanese people, everyone lived a hard life. Then I
read the history about the American bombarded Hiroshima and Nagasaki
with atomic bombs during the World War II, all of a sudden, the human
bodies, lives, everything were destroyed completely. I felt....Oh! How
stupid the war of human beings was, therefore I painted this work
‘Running 奔’ to depict the scene of people running away for their
lives.” (dictation, 1998)

The subject of this painting work “Running 奔” which extended the
keynote of that period: ‘the suffering and death of life’. The expression this
time is a mass destruction of human being in the war, running for life from
this gigantic explosion, the suffering of life and death within all of a
sudden. Three people chained with hands together in the painting which
made the impression of collective fugitives. The person on the right side
kneeling down on ground and lowered his head seemed going to fall, yet
the other chained human bodies were still struggling to run away to left
side, especially the person on the left, with his head and hands extending
to the left exaggeratedly that formed tension of the running impression. In
addition, from the draft of sketches, we learned he used the method of
Futurism, to decompose the moves as a liner sections which constructed
the effect of motions. It’s different from the other Futurist works which
usually impress the optimistic aspects related with the contemporaneity.
He used the motions of fugitives as the style that coule express the brilliant
effects of impression.
Emphasizing the theme aspect with profound literary affection was
the distinguishing feature in this period of his creative works, compounded
with sadness deeply in mind, mourning the death and suffering people as
the subject of his emotion. There were sincere sorrowful heart and
personal characters shown in his artistic works, the causes which were
correspondingly related with the tragical life experience in reality at that
time. These are the deaths of beloved family members, or the depressed
circumstance of society at the time, all revealed from his painting works in
a panoramic view.
Besides expressing his affection from the interior heart, he was also
influenced by many philosophical theories at that time, from unpublished
manuscripts of novels, poems, and letters he left behind, you may discover
the meanings of life to him was affected by several thoughts. For instance,
the splendid impressions of Renaissance Period, the contradiction of the
profound struggling of life in Existentialism, the essential nihility in the
inquiry of the concepts in Alienation, the Higher-Being (Super-human)

philosophy concepts by Nietzsche, and the philosophies of Buddhism and
Taoism...his spiritual mind was always iterated among the contrasts of
many inspirations.
He often felt the senseless ridiculousness and vacuity about the
reality of life, and the uncertain doubtfulness in his creative works,
immersing in the sorrow of the past experience with solitude of his heart,
“it’s like a dream...without the gravity...stepping into the deep corner in my
heart, let my body slowly wander in the streets...” (manuscripts, 1960); but he
was somehow touched by the profound eternality of the movement of the
Universe, everything, everywhere could be the essential elements of
creation, “....I half-closed my eyes, isn’t it the one of the faces of the
eternality? Everything seems moving around, yet everything is not
changed. Those people who moving in front of my sight, aren’t they just the
shadows of human being? They had kept working like this way from
ancient times. I felt that only to face everything with childlike instincts,
then all of matters in the world might reveal some kind of wonderful
visions...” (letters, 1960) : the poem “Painter 畫家” which is just like a selfportrait which described his wondering mind and tried to transcend
himself yet lost around somewhere:

Dark seashore swept by the charcoal crayon
Steamed bun erases the queer sky, which
Looks down his 25-year-old head
He walks with a pair of patched shoes,
Moving along the dusk horizon.
Screaming jet aircraft interweaves with
Bugle calls from the army camp far away.
He has a feeling
There might be something
Breaking apart
Somewhere unknown inside his heart.

An old lady with slate-gray skin under her eyes
She is carrying a little kid and
Cowering under the shadow of a shabby boat
Located on a seashells beach far away.
Nevertheless, as a
Painter is supposed to praise the bliss and
Modernization of human being
He must be happy even his stomach is empty.
While the shabby boat touching the moonlight
He starts weeping...
He talked about the future ambition and aspiration about the pursuit
of the approved life and the glory of endeavors to contribute knowledge
and thoughts to the vast stronghold of arts.
“I admire the personage Alexander -a Nietzsche-style man in the novel of
the Spanish writer Miguel de Unamuno, his volition is much stronger than
the Sun, without any hesitation at all.” “I still remember a dusk moment
someday seven years ago, while sitting at a corner of remains beside the
playing-field of Tainan Teacher’s College, reading Jack London’s book
‘Sea Wolf’, I was clenching my teeth and fists by the plot of struggling and
endeavors in the book. Today I read the book ‘The Story of Mankind’ by
Hendrik Willem van Loan, I feel being encouraged when read the section
about Renaissance. In that era of times, it’s a splendid and glorious epoch,
the people were so earnest in the pursuit of knowledge...” (letters, 1962)
He was somehow wondering about the solitude and hidden tragedy in
the plots, “Man always step forward to solitudes, though he might
transcend over everything;” “A leaf of Eucalyptus just fell down in front of
me, I stretched out my hand and caught it. It was a perfect Universe,
containing bright and dazzling colors, well-proportioned leaf veins, story
of profoundity in meaning, a lush form at present time, yet a tragedy in the
future. I recalled the relation between Sir Reads Golden Rule and Bio

Rule, and the conclusive question about truth and beauty, nevertheless, the
question is always a question, you could never solve it.” (letters, 1962)
His literary talent and writing style were just like his painting brush,
both performing a strong capability to portray the melancholy sorrows
inside a young artist, yet also attempting to overcome something with
abstract emotions. Thus he was vacillating between the vast knowledge,
imperishable creation, and the emptiness in the reality of life. The thirst for
knowledge let him immerse earnestly into the world full of thoughts. He
want to search for the initiation of the Universe and the value to the
existence of human being. He tried to understand the relationships between
human and the world, and the main principal with all matters, then seek
the answer for his kernel question: “What kind of process for artistic
creation should it be?”
This is his early-maturing mind, limited within the life of reality, and
the process of growth of knowledge that striving his personality. In this
process, there were two forces of “Mercy” and “Wisdom” what reacted
discriminating and authenticating continuously and developed inside him.
The background of “Sorrows” always existed as some kind of
extraordinary sensibility which induced deeply from his heart naturally. It's
the power of “Empathy” to his sentimental world; this is a kind of quality
like “Heart,” an affectional quality profitable to artistic creation which
made his works could commune with the sorrowful aspects of human
affection during that period, it was so touching and heartfelt transaction.
That’s also the purpose for artists trying to interpret the faces of sorrow in
human sentiment, ridiculousness, contradiction, these were all the motive
powers to keep lives going ahead. Except the force of “Sympathy,” he also
had the power of “Wisdom,” that is, a strong power of knowledge which
led him through the development of thoughts gradually converted the
sorrowful and melancholy personal characters during his earlier period.
When he had peace in mind, then he had already reached another broader
stage for his life of art and career of knowledge. He said:

“In the awarded painting ‘Tiger
Stream, Three Good Men ⻁虎溪三賢’ of
my graduation exhibition in the fourth
year at NTNU (Figure 08), the Tiger
Stream ⻁虎溪 is a geographical name,
and the three good men are Master
Hui-Yuan 慧遠法師, Tao Yuan-Ming 陶
淵明, and Lu Siou-Ching 陸修靜, these
three personages represented the
Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism.
In this period of times, my creative
mind had changed again, from the
pessimistic mind before, and was
effected later by the influences of
Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism,
then there was a transformation which
made my philosophy of life been
distilled to a much peaceful
status.” (dictation, 1998)
Figure 08, 1963

When He was just a freshman
(1960) in NTNU, he had already
participated the establishment of a
Buddhist magazine “Hui-Chu, Torch of Wisdom 慧炬” and used the penname “Shi-Hou ⽯石侯” to be in charge of the editorial writer of the art
section till the 16th issue, he had ever published several articles about the
Chinese painting and Buddhist Philosophy, especially the “Yogācāra 唯識
學” in modern art theory. During his study in the NTNU period, as his own
description about himself, he was just like a “Greedy Boy,” been eagerly
reading tons of books in any kind of fields which covered the Oriental an
Western philosophies, psychology, literature, art theories, researches about
important painters and painting trends...etc. The thoughts of Buddhism
which were exercising a formative influence on him and comforted his
Tiger Stream, Three Good Men ⻁虎溪三賢

tragic temperament, guiding him gradually to step out the “Individual ⼩小
我” sorrow and lifting his mind up to much broader view where he could
overlook peacefully this extensive ‘Sentimental World 有情世界,’ in spite
of those sentimental matters still existed, yet he had no longer set his mind
constrained by those unutterable sorrows. The extrication power of
Buddha is similar to the surmounting power hidden in the pessimistic
mind, nevertheless the latter one was still part of individual matters which
could possibly be separated from his struggling and striving characters,
nevertheless the wisdom of Buddha led him stepping forward to an
unrestrained life status. The selfhood was assimilated into all the things in
the real world, and his mind was returned to a realm of peaceful and
liberated thought.
Therefore, since the later
period from 1962, his painting
style and subject related with the
sorrows inside the mind had been
varied and decreased gradually,
therefore the creation had been
transformed to the portrayal of the
“Sentimental World 有情世界, ” it
was like returning from mourning
sufferings of human being to the
pursuit of the wonderful structure
of Nature and the warmth in the
daily life of people. Nevertheless,
Figure 6 - pencil drawing 1963
the format and style of his
“Lo-Han, The Arhat 羅漢”
painting had parted from the
realism style of his youth hood, and started following the “abstractionism”
way of modern art. He worked toward the development of “Heart” from
the process of “Feeling” the matters subjectively, then opened another
stage of creative journey (1962-1967).
About his distinguishing feature of this stage, besides the elevation
and transformation of the affectional mode, it’s very obvious that the

Figure 10 “Beautiful Ladies 儷⼈人⾏行” 1966

Figure 11 “Three Musicians 三樂師” 1967

learning and cultivation of knowledge indeed promoted the variety and
diversity of his creative materials. He cited many philosophies of
personages in ancient Chinese history, like the pencil drawing “Lo-Han,
The Arhat 羅漢” (Figure 6), and “Tiger Stream, Three Good Men ⻁虎溪三
賢” (Figure 08); whichever adopted from famous Chinese paintings, then

Figure 7, “Temple 廟” 1963

Figure 7, “Grass Mountain 草⼭山” 1962

used the Western modern expressive methods to perform the renewed
creation. For example, the painting “Beautiful Ladies 儷⼈人⾏行” (Figure 10,
1966) was adopt from the work of “Madame of Kuo Kingdom Playing in
Spring Season 虢國夫⼈人遊春圖” by painter Chang Hsuan-Chih 張萱之 in
Tang Dynasty 唐朝 (618-907), imitated by Li Kong-Lin 李公麟 in North
Sung Dynasty 北宋 (960-1127), and the painting “Three Musicians 三樂
師” (Figure 11, 1967) was adopt from one of the scene of “Night Banquet
Picture of Han Hsi-Tsai 韓熙載夜宴圖” by painter Ku Hong-Chung 顧閎中
in Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms 五代⼗十國 period (907-979).

Sketch 9, 1963
“Entangled Bodies 糾纏的⼈人體”

Figure 09, 1964, his first Impressionistic work
“Liu Chang Li 六張犁”

Furthermore, he got into an important transition of the method and shape,
started to try the abstract paintings, from Representationalism to halfrepresentational and half-abstract styles with considerable experiments of
every kind of abstract methods to try every mode of the subjective nature
of “Heart ⼼心.” For instance, the work “Mountain Household ⼭山居” and a
series of four paintings “Spring 春”, “Summer 夏”, “Autumn 秋”, and
“Winter 冬” (1962); the still life painting “Variation of Cups and Dishes 杯
盤之變奏” (1962); the painting “Little Town ⼩小鎮” (1962) and “Temple
廟” (Figure 07, 1963) both were also the Taiwanese scenes by the skill of

Sketch 10, 1963
“Mother and Sun ⺟母與⼦子”

Figure 07, 1963
“Indoors 室內”

Figure 06, 1963 “The Studio 畫室”

Sketch 11, 1961 “Dusk ⿈黃昏”

Cubism, and the painting “Grass
Mountain 草⼭山” (Figure 08, 1962) which
adopt from the structure of color faces
by Paul Cézanne (1839-1906). The
painting “Entangled Bodies 糾纏的⼈人
體” (Sketch 9, 1962) which adopt the
style from Pablo Picasso (1881-1973);
the painting “Liu Chang Li 六張
犁” (Figure 09, 1963) which was his first
Impressionistic work; the best
champion awarded paintings in the
International Women’s Club 國際婦⼥女
會 “Mother and Sun ⺟母與⼦子” (Sketch 10,
1963) and the watercolor painting
Sketch 12, 1961 “Pray 祈”
“Indoors 室內” (Figure 07, 1963), and
“The Studio 畫室” (Figure 06, 1963) which combined some interesting tastes

Sketch 13, 1967 “A-Chiao 阿嬌”

of Cubism and color methed of
Impressionism; and the painting
“Dusk 黃昏” (Sketch 11, 1961) in 1961
which was imitated
the style of
Amedeo Modigliani (1884-1920) and
“Pray 祈” (Sketch 12, 1961) which
described the bai-bai 拜拜 (pray and
worship) in a Taiwanese temple, there
was also a Chinese black ink sketch
“A-Chiao 阿嬌” (Sketch 13, 1967)....
Through a series of trial experiments,
it’s not only the process of the skill
learning and practicing, and aso the
pondering of Epistemology to elevate
the level of his philosophical thoughts
during that years.

While rereading his letters in those years, there were full of studying
notes from books and several articles about the theory of arts. We may
discover that he’d tried different experimental methods, and in the same
time he also went deeply through the research onto a specific method
meticulously. In his research, it’s not just the analysis of skills, yet
retrospecting back upon the philosophical questions of Epistemology and
trying to understand the spiritual process of creative subjects, the relation
between the mind and objective matters. When he had concluded the
general level of interpretations from those questions, then he would return
to the history of paintings and interpret how the trends of painting were
constructed in modern history of paintings, furthermore, he went on the
farther answers of the axiological and artistic creation questions.
It’s like Immanuel Kant who had differentiated the circumstance of
concepts and the sensational experiences, Kant regards the instinct of mind
as the original threshold of arts, yet the first stage of cognitions had
already possessed very strong subjectivity. Hou interpreted it as following:

“When one waked up in the morning, his mind was in the ‘State of
Emptiness,’ the aspects to everything were all from instincts without any
specific name, without any judgement, they were all displayed with tissues
and hues, and this is a purely beautiful world, yet people normally ignored
these all the time. We the people who learning how to draw must depart
from the mental process of ‘Transmigration’ and recover our senses back
to the very purest state. To contemplate, to survey, this is the only key to
enter the garden of arts.”
“There was already a strong subjective color on the first stage of
cognitions, our hearts not only have the selective reaction to the
stimulation in advance, and also possess the pre-amendable function. This
kind of correction could be applied to arts in two ways: that is, the
principle of ‘Whole-n-Simple’....it’s because we naturally have the
requirement of completion and simplification to objects....due to the
‘Completion,’ thus we demand the image must be an integral whole,
allowing no disunity, this is so-called the principle of unity in Aesthetics.
As the result of ‘Simplification,’ we should never change our minds with
the variation of objects...thus we must ‘Watch silently and Survey
concentratedly 靜觀凝注’ and choose the most representative form, to
simplify it till the most uncomplicated and efficient level...simplifying the
modes, shining the colors....” (letters, 1962)
Therefore the ‘Self’ is the threshold of every cognition to a creator,
it’s also the achiever of artistic creation, from the introspection of the
‘Self’ concept, it could unite a linear integration of the questions induced in
the process of creations; well, then what’s the relationship between the
‘Ontology’ and ‘Object’ in the creative works? What kind of argument of
Epistemology behind the transition and evolution of artistic forms? The
first question is related with the issues of philosophy and cognitive
psychology which involved the question of the threshold of Epistemology
that how the ‘Self-Sensibility’ to face the ‘World of Sensations’ and thus
inferring the questions of the Ontology, starting from this viewpoint to

construct a pre-installed structure of interpretation. The second question
which involved is the historical issue of artistic formation, how to follow
the outskirts of ‘Self’ and return to the material realm, then use the
previous structure of interpretation to understand the distinguishing feature
in the processes of the Eastern and Western developments of fine arts.
In the first question, he cited the “Skandha, 五蘊觀” (the five functions
or aspects that constitute the sentient being) from the Buddhist concepts:
“Form,Matter ⾊色 ” (the interior and exterior circumstances of objects) ,
“Sensation,Feeling受”(all the sensation of the body and mind contacting with the
outside world), “Perception,Cognition想”(thoughts and concepts, the function of
cognition and discernment), “Mental Formations,Volition⾏行”(the volitional
activities of good and evil), “Consciousness,Discernment識”(the reaction of each
sensation contacting with its corresponding object, it’s the awareness of the sensation
to the existence of matters), he used these five aspects to interpret the

variational function of the cognition with ‘Heart.’ The five concepts of
“Skandha, 五蘊觀” are all the processes of psychological activity, there is
no ‘Self’ existed as substance, the life is the activity itself. Then his next
step is using “Skandha, 五蘊觀” to analyze the formation and development
of the modern fine arts, therefore proceeding the analysis of the second
question:
“The Realism is the attachment of mind to object, which had been
misunderstood the ‘Form,Matter⾊色’ to be an objective existence, and
regarding the ‘Sensation,Feeling受’ ‘Perception,Cognition想’ ‘Mental
Formations,Volition⾏行’ ‘Consciousness,Discernment識’ as the attachment
of the ‘Form,Matter⾊色.’ The ‘Luminism’ of the early Impressionism which
had been considered that the ‘Form,Matter⾊色’ as a psychological
phenomenon, with the ‘Sensation,Feeling受’ as the object of the drawing of
artists; in the latter Impressionism which went further to recognize the
importance of ‘Perception,Cognition想’ ‘Mental Formations,Volition⾏行’
‘Consciousness,Discernment識.’ The Cubism eradicated the contraints of
objects, and the Fauvism sought the liberation from colors, these were the
same things to revolt against the ‘Form,Matter⾊色.’ From such aspect we

could understand the first movement of modern fine art is subjective that’s from the expression of ‘Form,Matter⾊色’ then went further to the
expression of ‘Name 名 ’ (Sensation 受 , Cognition 想 , Volition ⾏行 ,
Consciousness識)....The Cubism adopted the multi-aspect of Paul Cézanne
(1839-1906) to break the original object apart, then re-established the
world of concepts, that’s the expression of consciousness. The
Expressionism which inherited from the passion of Vincent van Gogh
(1853-1890), with strong colors to express the affection of intrior mind. The
Futurism praising the machine civilization with the beauty of motion and
force....that’s also the expression of consciousness.... The nihilistic
Dadaism....which denied all the cultures in Europe. ....there were two
aspects of inclinations after the War: One is the construction of abstract
ideas, like the Purism in France, the Constructivism in Russia, and the
Neoplasticism in Netherlands...etc, those were all the outcomes of the
consciousness. The other one is the inclination of subconsciousness to the
Surrealism as broadly representative....the real impression of
consciousness and subconsciousness could be revealed in very proper
interpretations from Buddhism....” (published in Torch of Wisdom Magazine 慧
炬雜誌, 1961)

He stayed in the aspect of the Buddhist “Skandha五蘊觀” and broadly
read issues of all trends, yet not imprudently denied the values of those
artistic works. It’s like the Buddhist aspect to human life, neither
pessimistic nor optimistic, it’s just “Aspect of Reality 實觀,” He said,
“Those painting trends we talked about which persisting in the object and
mind, yet never parted from the ‘Skandha五蘊’ (Matter⾊色, Sensation受,
Cognition想, Volition⾏行, Consciousness識), which initiated from a single
mind, so naturally we should look at them equally.” He sensed the function
of ‘Heart⼼心’ through the process of pondering, and reversed back to their
original background of initiations, a series of processes of human mind
actions. Therefore, “Whatever different trends those works were initiated,
it would be impressive no matter what trend it came from, and it’s always
valuable.”

Besides, about the ‘Subjective Nature’ of the ‘Heart⼼心,’ that’s the
constructing process of ‘Name名,’ in a long letter of 50 pages (1962) he
went deeply in the modern history of painting, indicated specifically the
unique ways of important painters that how they went through the
individual mind and spiritual process, and how they performed the “Real
Causality真如” to reach out for the construction of different ‘Beauties美’:
“The so-called ‘Abstraction’ is one of the parts of conceptional action, the
process which was acted as a general concept by specific impression....that
is, abandoning the individual attribute or occasional attribute of each
impression, then merging the intrinsic attributes of the individual
impression to a conclusive kind in totality....and the action of abstraction is
drawing the identical element from different images.”
“....arts are generally initiated from the instinct... and the instinct is just
the action of heart, a form of recognition. It’s object could be concrete, or
an abstract kind of matter.”
“Impressionism is based on visions, so it focuses on the mastery of lights,
nevertheless the objects have already lost their stabilities. While following
the perturbation of colors, the outlines are certainly going to be destroyed
undoubtedly, then everything should remain just the hues of lights....at this
moment, all things have lost their relativities and integrated into one unity,
been turning into a hue of light, and drifting downstream like a boat,
therefore reaching some kind of abstract state.”
“....the Impressionism creates effects of ‘light’ on painting, the key trick is
based on the ‘decomposition of hue’....like painting a tree with green
color....one must observe the colorful impression of the tree within the
sunshine and air, then uses blue, yellow, purple, red, green, and cyan
colors to compose a piece of dazzling brilliant hue, thus it’s a tree or not a
tree has no longer been the primary question....”

“We know every object has several attributes, the Impressionists found
that ‘light’ is the common attribute among all the matters, with the action
of such concepts, leaving out the differences, therefore all the lightened
shapes, outlines, textures are totally abandoned, just picking the same kind
of attributes which only displaying the colors through light. This ‘color’ is
the homogeneity of all the matters, this is the originality of
Impressionism.”
“The Cubists found the geometric forms could connect with all the
matters, and the Futurists discovered the energetic motion power is the
fundamental attribute of matters, and the Surrealists revealed another face
of spiritual mind....”
“Likewise Paul Cézanne discovered the ‘Face’ is the way to the
fundamental attribute of matters, Georges-Pierre Seurat dabbed ‘points of
pure color’ on painting, and other painters like Georges Rouault, Vincent
van Gogh, Paul Gauguin, Henri Matisse, Pablo Picasso, Joan Miró, Paul
Klee...etc. Each distinguished painter had ever found a commonality to the
attribute of matters, thus the discovery of ‘Essential Attribute本質屬性’ was
a big issue to an artist.”
The “Essential Attribute 本質屬性” here is relativistic, corresponding
to the abstract action of each creator’s ‘Heart⼼心,’ which was induced from
a series of spiritual mind activities after the initial sensation and materials,
that is the “Sensation受, Cognition想, Volition⾏行, Consciousness識” after
the “Form, Matter⾊色,” it’s also the process of ‘Name名,’ it’s the outcome of
the cognitive process of the combination of the spiritual minds interacting
with matters, thus creating many unique and subjective conscious views of
the “Surveying World 觀看世界.”
For each artist, with the aspect of observing the world through his
spiritual mind, and discovered subjectively what he regarding as the
attribute of objective existence, that’ the Dualism of Lighten Color, or the
Structure of Faces, Structure of Geometric Forms, Tendency of Motion

Powers.... Every specific survey in their works gives a new kind of
attribute to the objective existence, and establishes a new form of the
existence of world. Furthermore, they lead the minds of observers to go
through a similar or unique experiences from the impression of objects.
If we followed his analytic structure and returned to himself, in such
a way, what is his discovery of the “Essential Attribute 本質屬性” which
reaching to all the matters? What’s the unique aspect to the world which
belonged to himself? and the process of spiritual mind of the specific
‘Name名’?
In his youth hood, he regarded the artistic works which could touch
people were based on the expression of sentiments with sincerity and
passion, and the original initiation of his artistic spirit was born from there.
This kind of aspects were based deeply in his mind, prior to any other
artistic forms. At the initial stage when he studied in NTNU, with the
maturing of painting skills, the emotions in the heart sprang up and
expressed on his paintings. He started using the painting brush to narrate
the surrounding stories, truthfully expressed his sympathy and displayed
natural and deep impression of sadness and sorrow, it shaped his works
with unique personal style and it’s the birth of his artistic life. In the same
time, the power of knowledge led him going forward through the process
of the extension of thoughts and dialectics, which gradually conducted his
sorrowful mind to peace, then he started pondering the way where the
original structure of formation was induced. He kept concentrating on the
researches and creative works, then realized the actions of the ‘Heart⼼心,’
and the values of each painting trend.
In the same period, his artistic creation was proceeding the related
trials and attempted to find out the forms of arts to create an outcome of
the connection of spiritual mind with the realistic world. He just kept
seeking any possibility about it. The paintings in the latter period in NTNU
were a series of methodical experiments, which wandering around the
paragon of the Impressionism, the facial structure of Paul Cézanne,

Cubism, and Futurism. He absorbed continuously the essential wisdom
accumulated in history for the enrichment of his writing and research. We
wonder such a young man he was so earnest for the pursuit of his goal. In
this period, though his subjective affection was still strong, yet he still
could not step out the experiences of the predecessors and create his own
style, as he said:
“My works in this period, half of them were mine and another half were
inspired from the works of other artists. The awarded pieces were mostly
mine own works. The paintings in the period were done by my left hand,
they were entirely my own. It is like doing research, you must comprehend
the thoughts and achievements accumulated from the predecessors, then
you could carry on the past heritage and develop your own creation in the
future.” (dictation, 1998)
“No artist could create anything without any fundamental essence, the
experiences of the former masters were valuable and helpful to your
creative works....we have our own road to go, yet certainly we must go
through those road opened up by the former masters, but we just pass
through those roads of the predecessors....” (letters, 1962)
Let's read roughly once again the art review how he wrote about
Frank Kupka’s “Fugue” years ago, in his depiction, it seemed every artist
had ever had a period of vivid pondering process in their creative works,
with a subjective consciousness during the attempt and breakthrough, so
each piece of artistic work was not just created accidentally, yet it’d been
going through continuously transcending to reach the final result. I think
it’s because when he was devoting himself to the creative work, the status
that he had been seeking and thinking about was how to approach the
ultimate attainment:
“Henri Bergson made his ‘Kupka’ derived an overall perspective about the
universal life, according to his philosophies of life and universe, he found
the motion was generally connected to the ‘Essential Attribute本質屬性’ of

all existences. Therefore he developed a series of variations himself. He
knew his piece of work ‘Ball球’ possessed a kind of developable possibility
-- such kind of possibility even he could not ascertain by himself. That ball
glittering sprightly with color and luster seemed to inspire him
something...., he took a pencil and drew a perfect circle on paper, then at
this moment, everything became clear to him at once, in this way a series
of ball shapes appeared on the paper. Yes, a woman body essentially
contains numerous of ball shapes, a slanted stretching left hand is just a
big arc, and the head, hair, body, legs, feet, you can find several circles
from each part of them, big and small circles segmenting and overlapping
together, and this is a woman. Concluding all these circular arcs is a
series of motions -- the life is ever-changing, only the creation and
evolution will keep the Big Rhythm going and going endlessly till forever;
in another words, the life is just motion. Ok! Move it! from then on, he
started with balls repeatedly, tried to master the essence of motions.
Therefore a series of pencil and crayon drawings appeared, he began with
the portrait of Andrea, used the balls and arms as the center, then
developed the whole image. A motionless portrait, due to the alternation
and crossover of circular arcs, then there performed endless motions. He’d
no longer cared about the similarity of shapes, and just kept the ideas on
the motions, because the motions would demonstrate the forces, the forces
contained lines, and due to the entanglement of lines, therefore new
images were induced. Initially, the woman body was varied as ovalshaped, then subsequently the moving arms and those repeatedly drawn
circles started creating a integral rhythm, and the woman body was sucked
into this integral rhythm.” (manuscripts, 1962)
“In most of his exercises in painting, he abandoned the hue of flesh, and
got his own colors from the balls. Therefore this piece of the ‘Portrait of
Andrea’ was converted to a series of red, cyan, yellow, green colors, and
assembled arbitrarily in the space. These assemblies then turned up a
Pyramid -- it’s his ‘Fugue’ which exhibited at the Autumn Saloon in
1912.” (manuscripts, 1962)

The 3rd part,

Research of Religious Anthropology
in the World of Life (1968-1984)
The reason why artistic creation could impress people, it's due to the
reflection of the unique spiritual minds of many individuals, including the
subjective sentiment and the style of expression. Subjective sentiment
must rely on the style and form to express itself, and the style and form are
given by each unique spiritual mind, determined by the subjective action
of mind which is full of subjectivities. No matter it's based on the style, the
unique “Surveying World 觀看世界” and so on, the flowing process of a
series of cognitions of ‘Heart⼼心’, or the contents which came from much
deeper bottom level of sentiments and life images, they are all the
languages of spiritual mind, and these two matters somehow are alway
indivisibly interdependent. The process of Hou Chin-Lang's artistic
creation is obviously displayed these two sequences of ideas with the
variation and intersection acted with each other.
Before searching the styles and forms, his early works had already
filled with sentiments; since suffering the shock of death in his youth
hood, commiserating the pain of separation between love ones in life or
death, then he was inspired by the Buddhist philosophy and understood
gradually that was the reality and impermanence of life, and he turned to
an understanding and tolerating attitude to face the life, stepping from
sorrow onto a peaceful reality. This was his maturing process of mind,
striding across the seeking process of the essence of life and the paled
bitterness, therefore he entered the stage of a stable and dependable life to
work hard on reading and painting. He expected himself to be a painter
who could impress people's hearts, and be able to portray the genuineness
in his mind. He had possessed the nature of profundity and sensibility, the
experiences of life which kept enriching his inner world, and persisted the

sincere attitude of creative works, his artistic creation and his life
experience echoing each other clearly, like telling stories one by one with
the affection of truth that deeply touching the hearts of people.
Relatively, he also wanted to seek the expressive style of his spiritual
mind, and expected the dialogue of the spiritual and phenomenal
orientations of objective and then found out their intersection. What he
pursuing for was not objectiveness or simply the experimental objective
styles, yet went through the understanding of the creative process of
artistic mind to inspire the shaping energy of objective intrinsic himself,
therefore displayed the progress of his inner affection of mind. The final
artistic creation would reveal the combination of ‘Similarity’ and
‘Consciousness.’
His initial exploration was around the philosophical and artistic
theories within the world of abstractive concepts, it also involved the
research of important artists. Nevertheless, he still felt that wasn’t adequate
and not deeper enough. Therefore, except the scope of existing conceptual
knowledge, he still kept the curiosity and keen observation since the
childhood, he started paying attention to the level of cultural phenomenon
in ‘World of Life.’ Since he paid close attention to the past life experience
of birth and death, that induced his interest in the religious ceremonies,
implements, and the symbolic joss paper of the Taiwanese temples, he
involved progressively the research of religious and folklore arts in
Anthropology, a sect which probing into the science of the original
symbols of artistic folklore and related spiritual connotation of the
traditional social culture.
when he worked as a teaching assistant, he found the the custom of
using joss paper as tribute on a fiesta in honor of deities which was
originated from the final period of Sui Dynasty 隋朝 (581-618) had been
disappearing gradually in modern China, yet it still kept in daily life of the
ethnic Chinese people in Eastern Asia, especially in Taiwan, the ‘Burning
Gold Paper 燒⾦金’ custom is still widespread today, several kind of joss

papers are still well conserved. In addition, he was very amazed that there
were copiousness of plain beauty with folklore symbols printed on joss
papers. He was curious to the polytheism, the worship to deities, gods,
ghosts, and monsters in Taoism. Therefore he collected by himself more
than two hundreds ‘Gold Joss Paper ⾦金紙’ and ‘Silver Joss Paper 銀紙’ in
Taiwan, and over forty kinds of woodblock used for the joss paper
printing. He started pondering the folklore Beliefs from ancient China to
modern ethnic Chinese communities, why people used such kind of media
implement? What’s the shape and structure, and artistic form symbolized?
He was under the impression that if he went through via the custom
worship in daily life then he could understand the occultly hidden,
specific, and much deeper spiritual connotation of the concepts of life and
ethics. While the collection work had reached some preliminary results,
Professor Max Kaltenmark the French Sinologist, the researcher of Taoism
culture, when he occasionally passed by Taiwan, he caught sight of Hou’s
collection by chance, then Professor Kaltenmark encouraged Hou to study
abroad in France for doctoral degree. Hou was planning to France to
continue his painting study, this was a coincident opportunity of life, then
he went to Paris in 1967, and launched his career journey in France.
After arriving France and learning French language for one year, he
entered L’Ecole Pratique des Hautes Études, followed Professor
Kaltenmark for his doctoral study. He used the collection from Taiwan as
the foundation of research, then went to Hong Kong and Singapore to
make surveys of his subject, and completed his doctoral dissertation in
1973, the title “Monnaies d’offrande et la notion de trésorerie dans la
religion Chinoise 中國宗教上的冥紙與庫錢概念.”(the Offering Currencies
and the Concept of Cash in Chinese Religion) This dissertation was
published two years latter as a book edition by Académie française and
Centre de recherche sinologie. His research was established on the
documentary study of Archeology, History, and Literature, worked on the
textual research about the origin of the ceremony with ‘Burning Gold
Paper 燒⾦金’ and ‘Joss Paper 紙錢,’ and went through the field research of
contemporary ceremony which offering up joss paper in Taiwan to

understand the function and symbolic meaning of joss paper in Chinese
religion. By this reason, he described detailedly in his dissertation about
the custom of Taiwanese people burning joss paper and worshiping the
deities and ghosts. He had also classified the properties of joss papers
thoroughly. Finally, he went through the concept of “Joss Paper, Ghost
Money 庫錢” to interpret and reconstruct the imaginary figures of folklore
beliefs to the Nether World 冥間, and other relations with the contemporary
social structure.
Besides the research of Religious Anthropology, he also worked at
the section of Asian Arts of Guimet Museum in Paris while he was writing
the doctoral dissertation, and wrote several articles in collaboration with
Dr. Michèle Pirazzoli. In 1973, he started working at the Paris-Sorbonne
University (also known as Paris IV), teaching the course of Chinese Arts.
In 1976, he was appointed to a position as the researcher of the National
Center for Scientific Research (Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique). This period of career was continued till 1984, then ended
because of his illness. In this period, he integrated the research of Art
History and Archeology extensively, studied intensively the Buddhism and
Taoism related with artistic cultures, and went to Dunhuang 敦煌
personally to study the ancient manuscripts and scroll paintings to collect
and organize the archives of Buddhist Arts and the research of traditional
Chinese portrait paintings.
As a specialist studying the Traditional Chinese Painting, Cultures of
Buddhism, Taoism, and Archeology of Dunhuang 敦煌, He was not away
from the Taiwanese culture of his homeland while kept possessing the
professional specialty of ancient Chinese legacy and classic manuscripts.
On the contrary, his ‘Taiwanese Consciousness 台灣意識’ had already
awakened indistinctly while he was at the NTNU. When he arrived France
afterward, he encountered the famous ‘May 1968 Events in France’, and
he could sense an atmosphere of reformation in the society which was
different from the Authoritarianism in Taiwan. Like many Taiwanese
people dwelling abroad, when they left the homeland island where the

thoughts were constrained by the autarchical government, then comparing
to the world trend and the system of western countries, therefore he
rediscovered the distortion of Taiwanese history and political system. He
had been through the similar awaken process like other Taiwanese people
aboard. Though he had dwelled in France, yet he still kept caring every
change in motherland, and made efforts to the democratic reformation of
Taiwan. In his academic works, the research of Religious Anthropology
was originated from the folklore religious beliefs in Taiwan, the level of
experiential research possessed the speciality of Taiwan, and conserved the
early life images of civil religions in Taiwanese society. There were full of
sentiments about the homeland in his artistic creation, and the subjects
were always revealed strong concern about motherland and society. He
spoke classical elegant and genuine Taiwanese language 台語, and even in
the recovery period after the brain tumor surgery, when losing the ability
of speaking Chinese and French temporarily, only the memory of mother
language (Taiwanese language 台語) was retained miraculously.
Retrospecting to his academic career for 17 years, the original motive
to involve the research of Religious Anthropology was for artistic creation,
for stepping further to the spiritual level of the ‘World of Life’ and tried to
seek much deeper inspiration of folklore arts, nevertheless, it turned to be
kind of ‘out of control’ and made him a professional researcher. In the first
few years while he arrived France, he still kept on his painting works, then
afterward due to his occupied research works, his painting creation thus
ceased gradually with time.
The first piece of oil painting work “Notre Dame de Paris 巴黎聖⺟母
院” (Figure 14, 1968), used the half-symbolic method of Cubism, with
dissecting and restructuring this famous Gothic Cathedral at the center of
Paris. We could learned clearly that when he tried to keep the lines of the
flying buttress (arched exterior supports), he used lot of vertical lines
extending upward to sky, that made the whole cathedral building appeared
a lithe impression and floating up to the vault of heaven, it seemed much
close to the Heaven, and implied the spirit of the Cathedral. Afterward he

applied the brilliant black, red,
green, white colors originated from
the stained glass of the church
building, therefore, the impression
of Notre Dame was revealed with
the lines, colors, and spiritual
levels. He wrote about this in the
letter:
“Look! This is the backside of
Notre Dame, what the beauty of
the lines, each line extends up with
such exquisite way, stretching to
the limitless sky, going directly to
Heaven. I’d like to paint it Figure 14, 1968
Notre Dame de Paris 巴黎聖⺟母院
continuously, to make its lines
much terser till the perfect state.... I am interested in its lines, do you
remember those pieces of painting of temples which I drew in Taiwan? I
will use the half-symbolic way to draw it, just focus on its spirit and
skeleton, yet not emphasize what the colors should be.... I like its colors,
too, but I will apply some colors from the stain glass to enrich it, and let it
be richer with metallic charms.” (letters, 1968)
His other pieces of work were mostly the drawing of landscapes in
French with the style of Impressionism. The Impressionism was always
one of the important style of painting in his research, he had ever tried to
use it to draw the countryside impressions of Taiwan, or combined its light
and color methods with other skills, but the time he did understand the
essence of it was after he dwelling in France. As he said:
“One of my purposes when I came to France was painting. In the first
year, I learned French language and painted my works, then I started
formally learning the light and color methods of Impressionism. When I
came to France, I began to understand the real characteristics of

Impressionism, what was related with their geographic environment and
the climate. The environment and climate of Taiwan are different from
France, it’s very difficult to paint a picture with such specific kind of
attribute.” (dictation, 1998)
One of his representative
works is the drawing of the view
of Versailles “Thatched House in
Marie Antoinette 瑪莉安東妮特之
茅屋” (Figure 13, 1969). It’s a
landscape oil painting which he
applied the light and color
methods of Impressionism with
very consummated skills, but in
the use of colors, comparing with Figure 13, 1969
the landscape painting works Thatched House in Marie Antoinette
after his brain surgery, the entire 瑪莉安東妮特之茅屋
hue still remained a bit of the scenery of Taiwan, with muggy air and rich
greenness that were not totally the European style.

Picture 14, 1969

Sketch of Seine 塞納河速寫

A pieces of his works in this period
is the pencil sketch “The Destiny of Three
Generations Taiwanese People-The First
Generation in Qing Dynasty 台灣⼈人近三代
命運：第⼀一代清朝 ” (1968) , he chained
himself in the self-portrait with an
instrument of torture, connecting the
images of Taiwanese people as prisoners
under the colonization in the modern
history. It’s too bad that he could not
complete this series of works which
concluding the historical impressions
about the fate of Taiwan in modern times.
Another work is the block print “Mother

Figure 18, 1969 Take a Distant Look in Toledo 遠望多雷多

⺟母親” in 1968, and “Sketch of Seine 塞納河速寫” (Picture 14, 1969), and
“Take a Distant Look in Toledo 遠望多雷多” (Figure 18, 1969)...etc.

During this period, he acted from a young artist, in order to pursue
much deeper connotation of artistic creation, therefore involved himself to
the research of Religious Anthropology, and because of his outstanding
achievements in academic works, he became a practical and serious
professional researcher and obtained remarkable results in academic fields.
In 1984, he got blurred vision and went through a series of diagnoses,
in the meantime he was appointed a investigation task to Dunhuang 敦煌
by a French-Chinese intercommunion research plan, till the end of year he
was diagnosed to have brain tumor. The tumor had grown for more than 20
years and begun to press the nervous system, it became a life-threatening
situation and must be removed the tumor immediately by surgery,
therefore all the research works must be interrupted right away.
After two deep brain surgeries in one year, though his life was saved
from the Death, yet everything in his life was changed afterward.

The 4th part,

Rebirth of the Artistic Instincts (1986-1998)
After the brain surgery, he went through coma status for a long time,
while the doctors, relatives and friends were all in despair, he waked up
miraculously from the verge of dying. Even so, he had awakened though,
owing to the damage of brain nerves, he lost part of memories and
speaking capability, the damaged brain nerves also caused poor eyesight of
the right eye, and he could not move the right hand and right leg, it seemed
impossible for his research and painting careers anymore.
He was only 47 at that time while on the summit stage of the
academic career, yet dramatically due to the brain surgery that caused his
life going into a precipitous decline and getting into scrapes. He used to be
an artistic young man full of talents, an excellent academic scholar with
great achievements, but all of these were gone suddenly and down to
ground zero, everything should be started over again. Facing such an
illness and radical change in the prime time of life, it must be a cruel
impact to anybody. He persisted strong willpower and optimistic attitude
of life, he just accepted this fact calmly, and not let himself down to the
pathetic pessimism. He kept the humorous and optimistic personal
character, still remained the cordial and enthusiastic attitude toward people
and offered warmth and sincerity to them. I have ever lived with his family
for a period of times, and been close to his daily life. I have never seen any
sickly look on his face, and never seen him depressed about his
unfortunate situation. On the contrary, I always saw him talking about his
life experience cheerfully and humorously:
“Doing the research works and painting somehow both are similar and
sometimes they are kind of different from each other, the common point is
that you must keep going through deeply, what the difference is, you must
spend decades of time to understand the ideas of the predecessors, then
create a little bit of your own opinion in the expression of methodical,
conventional way since there are many constraints. It’s not like painting

which is much carefree, you can express whatever you like. When I
engaged in my research works, it normally took tens years, I had been
busy over night till one or two o'clock before going to bed. If it's not this
illness, I don’t know when this kind of busy life would be ended, and I
won’t have so much time for painting now. I laughed it might be ‘a
blessing in disguise.’ It’s hard to define the Life, and it’s very intriguing
indeed. In the first few years after my brain surgery, I reread the theses
and articles what I wrote before, and wondered how could I write such
profound stuffs, and when I looked at the manuscripts written when I was
young, Hmmm...I considered myself was very good at poem writing at that
time, it’s really not bad ....” (dictation, 1998)
Two years after the surgery, he recovered gradually from sickbed and
returned to daily life, though he had recovered simple ability of
communication for daily necessary, yet the past intelligence and
brainpower had never been recovered, thus he could not be engaged in the
academic research anymore. While he was busy in the research works
before, he was still eager to do painting in the heart and always planning to
concentrate on painting after the retirement. Now he is free at home after
the illness, it’s like what he said humorously, “God seems to want me
retired earlier.” therefore, he had ‘attained’ his plan of concertrating on
painting earlier, he started using the available left hand to pick up the
painting brush which had been idled for years, started from holding the
paint brush, and then tried to create something from a fresh start.
Due to the disability after the illness, he used the potted flower, still
life, or the garden at home as the painting objects, painting realistically as
the purpose, started from training the left hand for ability of shapes, like
the work “Blessing 祝福” (Figure 19, 1986), “Romantic Atmosphere in the
Corner 牆角的詩意” (Figure 20, 1987)...etc. In the level of realistic painting,
comparing with his efficient ‘Right Hand Period,’ the inexperienced left
hand made him unable to catch the accurate shape of the object, yet the
foundation of his sense of color and the arrangement of space still
remained in his paintings. Some of his landscape paintings still revealed

Figure 19, 1986
Blessing 祝福

Figure 20, 1987
Romantic Atmosphere in the Corner 牆⾓角的詩意

the early skills of Impressionism, just because of the unfamiliar skill of his
left hand, that caused him unable to reach the precise performance,
therefore he used more colors, especially the application of contrastive
colors to enrich the picture, his manipulation of colors became much
stronger than what he had done before the illness, and the lines turned into
exuberant vitality. These initial attempts showed a truth, that is, though he
had lost the capability of expressing the accurate academic language due to
his brain damage, yet he would never lose the ‘Shaping Ability’ which was
hidden under the instincts of painting. This artistic instinct of
internalization under the bottom of consciousness had been concealed for a
long time during his academic career period, yet after the illness, it’s just
like the rebirth from the awakening status, and owing to the decay of
rational thought oppositely, then it was released from the constraints of
cerebration, thought, and methodical paragon, consequently relaxed in
much purer simplicity, much closer to the instinct of creative
consciousness, therefore bursted out his immeasurable potential.
After the self-training for few years, the ability of the left hand to
control the paint brush had been proficient gradually, though he still could
not reach the accuracy and smoothness like the right hand before, however,

these early practice did unexpectedly develop the effect of therapy to his
body and mind. While the paint brush touched the canvas, the
consciousness of the body and mind which used to be frail and weak, it
started activating and moving, his consciousness and left hand began to
communicate with the artistic instinct which had been idled for a long
time, and went forward to converse with the blurred memory. His inner
thoughts were alive gradually, and improved along with the development
of physical rehabilitation. The thoughts inspired him unfailingly as the
subject matters for his creative works, let him portray the impressions of
the struggle of life and death process during the brain surgery, the
weakness and darkness during the
early period of physical
rehabilitation, and the rebirth of
body energy with the recovery of
memory.
Therefore, after the
imitative practice of still life
painting, he began to paint the
portrait creation, with the group Figure 24, 1989 Melancholy 憂思
painting of human figures as the
main object, he was portraying the clearer feeling and thought what he
remembered the things dribs and drabs before. The painting “Melancholy
憂思” (Figure 24, 1989), which was a early piece of portrait painting. In the
speciality of his paintings, the early portrait painting was focused on the
shapes, it still inclined to the realistic style, and due to the inexperience of
the left hand, he was still unable to portray each detail of human body
accurately. However, comparing with the stronger academic styles in early
period, these austere lines seemed to let him get some kind of advanced
inspirations, distorting the lines of object properly and made them fitting
with the imagination of instinct rather than the object itself, therefore he
also created his own style synchronously. Thus and so, he still remained
the simplicity of the outlines on portrait painting, then instead of using the
colors and the distortion of human body structure to express the spirit and

affection. The hue became more
delicate from the rugged
contrastive colors, and created
the best combination of contrast
and balance. From contrast
relation to harmonization, each
singular human body was a
coalescence of brilliant and
splendid colors, hence formed
the enmotion of individual and
passed through those human Figure 30, 1989 Peony 牡丹
bodies in the picture, and that
would be another coalescence which impressed the whole spirit of
consciousness and was even close to his self-expectation in the early years:
“Simplify the shapes, and Glorify the colors.”
The distortion of human body, which is a series of brilliant variation
of experiment since 1989, part of the painting started using the segmented
structure of Cubism to distort the
shape, from then on, it was gradually
developed to a unique multi-structure
of human heads, which was
symbolized the spiritual connotation
of its multiple dimensions and
timeliness, and in the same time it
was constructing the movement of
activity. The spirit of pursuit in the
expression style at early times was
revealed again in the creative process
after his illness, and he still kept
varying continuously the method of
multiple effects and the shaping of the
Figure 23, 1989
whole human body.
Space Transformed I 空間變奏曲

The still life painting “Peony 牡丹” (Figure 30, 1989), “Space
Transformed I,II 空間變奏曲” (Figure 23,29, 1989) and other series of works
in 1989 which kept some blurred and austere shapes, but the method of
segmented structure of Cubism was applied, displaying halfrepresentational and halfabstract effects. In the same
year, the portrait painting
“Vistors at Hospital 醫院探
訪” was the memory while he
was sick, and still kept the
similar method, the human
body was divided into left
and right parts, then he used
the light and shade contrast
of two sides, and shifting up
and down the two sides of
face to create the upward and Figure 29, 1989
Space Transformed II 空間變奏曲
downward effect, he said:
“This kind of original motive to distort the shapes, some of them were from
the inspiration by eyes, when I removed my glasses, the vision of my right
eye was a little bit blurry, so I was sort of inspired from this experience of
object, perhaps I could try to distort the human body as well. In the
beginning, I created an effect that one side was going up and the other side
was going down, which could be used to express the dual emotions like the
light and shade, moving upward and downward on the faces of visitors in
the painting ‘Vistors at Hospital 醫院探訪,’ which symbolized the worry
and sadness in her heart, yet she also pretended to be optimistic in order
to comfort me. Afterwards, the more I tried it and the more possibilities I
found from it, so I started experimenting on different ways of distortion,
and then created the multi-distortion method to express the diversity of
human being, the timeliness of the past, present, and future, and the
properties of motion.” (dictation, 1998)

Due to the damage of his vision that inspired him to distort the shape
of human body, yet the concept of distortion should be traced back to
much earlier creation stage. As early as he was in NTNU, he was eager to
seek the subjective reconstruction of the object forms, and attempted to
fumble for his own way of expression. After the illness, he still kept
searching within the depth of his observation to pursue an unique way for
the expression of objects, and proceeded to further step to display his
hidden sentiment in mind then transfer upon the canvas to make the format
of painting combined with the spiritual level. Therefore, in the painting
“Vistors at Hospital 醫院探訪” he tried the segmentation in the Cubism to
reconstruct the human body, then immediately he found another embryo
constructing way which caused by his blurred vision, so the series of
discoveries could be connected together to express the interior affections.
Thus, in the portrait paintings, he gradually freed himself from the method
of segmentation of objects in the Cubism and used a new way of multibody combination of human body structure, to mix with some color facial
assembly from the Cubism,
therefore he bestowed a new
appearance of human body and
let the subjective affection of
human body, activities of life,
and timeliness applying on the
2-dimensional plane canvas to
display much 3-dimensional
stereopsis expression, that was
how he created his own unique
Figure 33, 1989 Death and Life 死與⽣生
style of distortions.
The first typical work is “Death and Life 死與⽣生” (Figure 33, 1989),
which described the circumstance of the critical stage after the brain
surgery, his life was still uncertain and the family members were
surrounding aside and waiting anxiously. The shifting ways of the head of
body upward and downward, then that kind of way for portraying had been
varied from double to multiple distortions: the faces of death and revival

coexisted at the same time which was narrating his experience of
struggling between the life and death after the surgery, and other bodies,
either drifted away from the main part with mask-like illusion which
expressed the interior dual emotions, or among the multiple combination
of those surrounding faces, the motionless body started moving from the
congealed circumstance. Since then on, he used the single, double, and
multiple human body structure variously, kept enriching the figures of
people in his paintings.
In the year 1989, he came back to Taiwan and met the old friends of
hometown after been separated for such a long time, this homecoming
journey induced his memory about the life before, during the period
abroad in France while he was far away from his native motherland, that
homecoming journey indeed impacted his heart after the experience of
illness and survived from the life-and-death brain surgery. After he
returned to France, he started creating numerous portrait paintings, it’s just
like telling the never-ending
stories through the paintings. At
first, like the painting we have
mentioned before, the work
“Death and Life 死與⽣生,” he
expressed the melancholy of body
and mind through the portrait
painting, and as well as the
painting “The Eve of a Storm 暴⾵風
Figure 25, 1989
⾬雨前⼣夕” (Figure 25, 1989) which
The Eve of a Storm 暴⾵風⾬雨前⼣夕
described the anxious emotions,
the rang upon rang of the spiral circles in the background, which
symbolized the suffocating depression before the coming of a rainstorm,
some kind of suspenseful atmosphere was incubating uneasily.
The circular structure appeared repeatedly as in other paintings, yet
with the improvement of recovery of his body and mind, the painting style
had gradually proceeded several different variations of warm affective

Figure 32, 1989

Stars 星星

Figure 48, 1994 Beach 海灘

Figure 57, 1996
A Suburb of Avignon 亞維農的近郊

Figure 39, 1992
Mother and Son ⺟母與⼦子

atmosphere, like the warmness and harmony interpreted in the piece
“Emilie's Birthday 愛⽶米莉的⽣生⽇日” (Figure 27, 1989), and the painting “Stars
星星 ” (Figure32, 1989) where the
picture displayed the imagination of
the twinkling stars falling to the
worlds, and the piece “Beach 海
灘” (Figure 48, 1994) displayed the
sunshine of Summer times,
furthermore, as well as the shining
clouds in the painting “A Suburb of
Avignon 亞維農的近郊” (Figure 57, Figure 27, 1989
Emilie's Birthday 愛⽶米莉的⽣生⽇日
1996).

Figure 44, 1993
Have a Chat with a Full Cup 滿杯談⼼心

Figure 42, 1993
Re-telling Old Stories 敘舊

He worked through the images of the group characters to survey the
surrounding world of sentiments, his works reflected the impression of
family life such as husband and wife, children, relatives and friends, he
blended those figures with his own sensation, therefore caught many warm

Figure 34, 1989 Debate 辯

Figure 46, 1994 Death 死亡

details of daily life in memory. For instance, there were several painting
which described the love and adoration among parents and kids, like the
piece of work “Mother and Son ⺟母與⼦子” (Figure 39, 1992), and the joyful
reunion of relatives and friends in the painting “Have a Chat with a Full
Cup 滿杯談⼼心” (Figure 44, 1993), “Re-telling Old Stories 敘舊” (Figure 42,
1993), other pieces of work which portrayed many special moments of
occasion: “Debate 辯” (Figure 34, 1989), and “Escape 逃” to the unknown

Figure 45, 1993

Figure 45, 1993 Worship 拜拜

Offsprings to Three Generations:
Grandfather Flower, Grandmother Flower
三代供養花公花婆

future, “Death 死亡” (Figure 46, 1994) which portrayed the soul was
gradually leaving further apart, it’s about the sorrow of living life.
Those past memories about his research of Religious Anthropology,
and experience of social concerns somewhat the details had been returned
back to his creative works, some subjects were concentrated on the
folklore religious beliefs, like the piece “Offsprings to Three Generations:
Grandfather Flower, Grandmother Flower 三代供養花公花婆” (Figure 45,
1993), “Worship 拜拜” (Figure 51, 1994), and the paintings started appearing
the social consciousness which described the changes of the society on the

Figure 49, 1994
The Palace of Democracy:
Weaker's Protestation
⺠民主殿堂—弱勢者的抗議

Figure 50, 1994
Anti-nuclear 反核四抗爭

motherland Taiwan after the Declaration of Martial Law Ended 解嚴 (the
Martial Law had been proceed in Taiwan since 1949 and ended in 1987 for 38
years). The pieces of work like “The People 群眾” and “Rhythm of the
People 群眾的律動” were the portraits of the collective action of people.

The painting “The Palace of Democracy: Weaker's Protestation ⺠民主殿堂
—弱勢者的抗議” (Figure 49, 1994) which was adopted from the scene of
people protesting in front of the Legislative Yuan ⽴立法院 in Taiwan, to
criticize the democratic politics of the Post Period of the Ending of
Martial Law 後解嚴時期, and the painting “Anti-nuclear 反核四抗
爭” (Figure 50, 1994) which is a piece portraying the ecological awareness
about the protestation against the construction of the fourth nuclear power
plant.
Those group characters were all adopted from the memory of his
daily life, which had been blended into his imagination, and displayed with
honesty and fidelity from his
sensation and acknowledgement
of the daily surrounding matters.
He persisted working on the
unique structure of human body
and rich colors to derive some
specific moments from daily life,
portraying the interactive
communication between those
figures, which constructed
numerous pieces of life stories.
Comparing to those portrait
paintings with strong personalized
colors in his young age, the
painting works of group
characters in the latter period it
seemed the mature life stage had
induced some kind of feedbacks
to the daily life, it’s a return of
Hou Chin-Lang painting at studio,
Sceaux the suburb of Paris
exquisite and gentle sentiment and

impression to his life, which possessed with much reality and literary
sentiments. While savoring his painting works, I think it's like listening to
the storytelling about those reflections and experiences of his whole life.
This is the spirit of arts, which conveyed the voices of soul and the path
where his superb mind had been passing through.
If we withdrew the images of group figures from a specific thematic
story, then restored the human bodies back to the most original shapes,
these iterative shaped group impressions were just like the trial of ‘Body’
and ‘Spirit’ remodeling over and over again. The body of human being,
remodeled through the subjective formation by the painter, using austere
and simple outlines to break through a single object then induce multiple
harmonies within the contrasting colors, there are abundant sentiments of
life overflowing from his imagination. Henceforward, the human bodies
would possess more strong power to portray and display any possible kind
of expression. These variations and fantasies of human bodies which are
rather the spiritual extensions transcending the constraint of objective
shapes, and telling stories after breaking through the ingrained outlines,
therefore stepping forward to the dialogues within those interactive group
figures to write stories with himself, with other people, and with the whole
world to communicate and realize the philosophy of beauty.

